Applicability of the stimulus-T interval for antitachycardia pacing.
At the onset of tachycardia, the refractory period (RP) changes together with the tachycardia termination window. We evaluated dogs with total atrioventricular (AV) block to determine if stimulus-T interval (STI) can be used to adjust the coupling interval(s) of an antitachycardia pacemaker in relation to changes in RP. Endocardial STI was recorded continuously together with six surface ECG leads. Steady-state (greater than 2 min) RP was determined for drive cycle lengths (DCL) 400 msec and 900 msec. The test pulse (TP) coupling interval, with DCL 900 msec, was chosen to be equal to the RP of DCL 400 msec. DCL was then changed to 400 msec until TP captured. STI of DCL of beat before capture was gained was measured. DCL was then changed back to 900 msec and the interval determined when capture was lost. TP was then lengthened by 5 msec and the procedure repeated until TP captured immediately upon changing to DCL 400 msec. The difference between RP at onset of pacing at DCL of 400 msec and RP when capture was achieved with the shortest coupling interval was 35-50 (mean 40) msec. This required 35-90 (mean 62) seconds. The correlation coefficient RP to STI was greater than 0.95. (1) RP changed by as much as 35-50 msec at the onset of an abrupt increase in rate in a 35-90-second period; and (2) STI enables estimation of RP on a beat-to-beat basis. Capture can therefore be predicted from the previous beat and the coupling interval adjusted accordingly in an antitachycardia pacing mode.